Abstract: The new arguments indicating that non-completely positive maps can describe open quantum evolution are given.
Introduction
The aim of this note is to provide the contribution to the long debate on the nature of quantum maps, see [1] - [17] . At the heart of this debate is a hypothesis, supported by some arguments, that only a subclass of linear unital positive maps -completely positive maps -is relevant for a description of any physical evolution. This claim is challenged by several authors, see [11] - [13] and [15] - [17] . Here, we wish to present the model of quantum evolution on a lattice supporting the claim that completely positive maps do not exhaust all possible dynamical behavior that an open quantum dynamical system may exhibit. To be more precise, let us recall that the main approach to the description of time evolution of open systems is based on the so called NakajimaZwanzig projection technique (see [18] - [22] ). The main idea of this approach says that if we are interested in a subsystem defined by some properly chosen family of observables the dynamics of the full system should be projected onto the considered subsystem, so in other words we neglect some correlations and non relevant parameters (usually attributed to reservoir). Subsequently, an application of certain approximations leads to dynamical semigroups describing the time evolution Our first remark is that such a procedure, in general, can be irreversible in the sense that starting from the reduced dynamics one can not always expect the possibility to reconstruct the full dynamics. In more mathematical terms, it means that not every reduced dynamical map is extensible to the dynamics of the full system. It should be stressed that any completely positive (CP for short) map is extensible (see [23] , and [24] ).
The next remark is that individual properties of any system are encoded in the proper choice of the family of its observables. Consequently, each system (or any subsystem) should have its observables in an algebra with specific properties. A quick review of axioms of Quantum Mechanics (see [25] - [32] ) indicates that C * -algebraic structure for the set of observables is taken for its mathematical convenience only. On the other hand, it seems that the structure of Jordan algebra is a more fundamental concept. However, in all physical models, the Jordan algebra of a physical system can be embedded in the corresponding C * -algebra structure. We will use this remark in the construction of our model.
These observations can be combined with the very deep Størmer's result stating that the nature of positivity of a certain class of linear maps on an algebra can be linked with algebraic properties of their images [33] . Namely, a linear unital positive map P on the algebra A such that P • P = P (a projection) is a decomposable map if only if the Jordan algebra associated with the image of the map P (A) is the reversible one (so it is closed with respect to the product {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n } ≡ a 1 a 2 ...a n + a n ...a 2 a 1 , n = 1, 2, ..). It is worth pointing out that exactly the concept of projection is in the heart of the projection technique of Nakajima-Zwanzig (briefly reviewed above) and the
Nakajima-Zwanzig approach is the basic ingredient of the theory of open systems!
Taking into account these remarks in the description of wide class of lattice models we will show, in the next section, that there is a possibility to present concrete models of physical systems with the reduced dynamics given by linear positive unital non-decomposable maps. This note is closed with concluding remarks given in the third section.
Model
Let Σ stand for the one dimensional lattice system. Assume that at each site x of the lattice Σ the algebra of observables A x is given by the set of all 2 × 2 matrices, i.e. A x ≡ M 2 (C).
The algebra of observables A Λ associated with some bounded region Λ of the lattice Σ is given
Finally, the algebra of the whole system Σ is given by the inductive
To describe systems with interactions we need to introduce a notion of an interaction potential.
To this end we denote by F the family of bounded regions in Z. A family Φ ≡ {Φ X ∈ A X } X∈F of selfadjoint operators such that
In particular, it is an easy observation that any finite range and nearest-neighbour interactions fall into the considered class of systems. The Hamiltonian dynamics for a finite region Λ is defined as the following automorphism group associated to potential Φ
If the potential Φ ≡ {Φ X } X∈F satisfies also
for some λ > 0, then the following limit exists, [34] ,
for every f ∈ A 0 ≡ ∪ Λ∈F A Λ . Consequently, the specification of local interactions leads to the well defined global dynamics provided that (2.4) is valid. Hence, we defined the dynamical system associated to Σ (2.6) (A, α t , t ∈ R)
Obviously, as each α t , t ∈ R is a * -automorphism, the dynamics in (2.6) is given by completely positive maps. Now, we wish to define a subsystem of Σ associated to a fixed arbitrary bounded region Λ 0 ≡ {−n, ..., +n} of Z, i.e. a set of observables associated with the sites {−n, −(n − 1), ..0, 1, 2, ..., (n − 1), n} will be singled out. To this end, following the idea of the Jordan-Wigner transformation [35] , firstly, we recall definitions of Pauli matrices:
They form a spin system i.e.
(2.7)
Further, introducing
where x ∈ Λ 0 and σ x i denotes the Pauli σ i matrix in the x-site, one defines
Frequently, these operators are used to be written as (2.10)
As the next step we note, following harmonic oscillator (or quantum field) ideas, that one can interpret (2.12)
as "coordinate" and "momentum" observables. Thus, it is natural to interpret the following set of operators
and (2.14)
where x ∈ Λ 0 , as representatives of coordinates and momentum of "particles" forming the subsystem Σ 0 associated with Λ 0 . But, the Jordan algebra (not C * -algebra!) generated by this set is the non-reversible Jordan algebra (for n larger than 2) -more precisely, it is a spin factor (see [36] ). Let us denote this algebra by A 0 and define the projector P : A → A 0 , i.e. the linear unital positive map such that P • P = P . It is important to note that such the projection exists by the Effros-Størmer result [37] and it is a positive, unital non-decomposable map by another Størmer's result [33] .
Finally, let us turn to the reduced time evolution of observables relevant to subsystem Σ 0 . The reduced (according to the projection technique) dynamical maps α
It is obvious, that for each t ∈ R + the maps α Σ0 t are positive unital and non-decomposable. We close this section with a remark that the presented model has many straightforward generalizations.
Conclusions
In general, neglecting some degrees of freedom and/or leaving out certain correlations can lead to "non-reversible" procedure which spoils the extensibility of dynamics. It is worth pointing out that only CP maps always possess the proper extensions (see [23] ; cf also [24] ). The question of extension of dynamics is not the only one problem of extensibility which can be posed. For example, describing fermionic models one can single out two sets of observables (Jordan algebras),
A I1 and A I2 , associated with two disjoint sets of sites I 1 = {n 1 , ...n k } and I 2 = {m 1 , ..., m l }.
However, a joint extension of states of A I1 and A I2 does not need, in general, to exist (see [38] , [39] ). Hence, we conclude that extensibility of both dynamics and states is the very subtle and important question. On the other hand, not taking into account this question can lead to serious difficulties as for example in [16] . We note that arguments based on the assignment map (see [12] , and [16] ) can not be applied to the considered lattice model as the concept of this map is based on the assumption that a dynamical map of subsystem can be always be traced back to the full (hamiltonian) evolution.
Secondly we want to point out that the projection P considered in the second Section is not, in general, equal to the Umegaki's conditional expectation (see [40] , and [41] ). Namely, by definition, the image of a conditional expectation is a C * -algebra. P is also not equal to the generalized conditional expectation in the sense of Accardi-Cecchini [42] . Both types of conditional expectations would guarantee the complete positivity of such the reduced dynamical maps. So, if one would pay the price and enlarge the set of selected observables with certain amount of non-physical quantities then the reduced dynamics to such enlarged subsystem would be completely positive.
Therefore, we conclude that the claim of complete positivity of any dynamical map is based on its mathematical convenience but, on purely physical grounds, CP-property does not seem to be absolutely necessary.
Finally, we stress that in Section 2 we got the one parameter family of quantum non-decomposable dynamical maps. To go further and to obtain a dynamical semigroup in the rigorous way, it would be necessary to perform other steps, for example to leave out the "memory" terms. But, as far as we know, this question is at the present far from being solved.
